Hon. Secretary’s Notes

ANNUAL TOURNAMENT 1973

The Association Annual Tournament for 1973 will be held at the Clevedon Golf Club, Clevedon, Somerset, on the 13th, 14th and 15th August.

Sixty years on: two advertisements from Vol. 1 of this Journal referred to on page 3.

GOLF GREEN COMMITTEES AND GREENKEEPERS who wish their Courses to rank among the finest in the Country SHOULD SOW Sutton’s Famous Mixtures of Grass Seeds, AS USED AT St. Andrews, Hoylake, Sunningdale, Swinley Forest, Camberley Heath, Royal St. George’s, North Berwick, &c.

PUTTING GREEN MIXTURE ... ... 35/- per buw.
FAIRWAY MIXTURE ... ... 30/- & 17/6
WORM DESTROYER ... ... 11/6 per cwt.
GRASS MANURE ... ... 26/6
LAWN SAND ... ... 30/-
Moss DESTROYER ... ... 40/-
Reduced Prices for large quantities.

"THE BOOK OF THE LINKS.”
A Symposium on Golf. By MARTIN H. F. SUTTON, F.L.S.
Royal 8vo. (io in. by 6| in.) ; 10s 6d. net.

SUTTON & SONS, READING.

GREENKEEPERS!
Face the Winter with Confidence.

YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON VERMOL Worm Killer to keep your turf firm and dry under the wettest weather conditions. Have you to economise in upkeep owing to the WAR? Then use VERMOL—the great labour saver. 50 saving in labour and dressings.

Very little rolling or sweeping required after using VERMOL.

This cheap but effective worm killer, after extended trials, is now used by the leading Greenkeepers throughout the United Kingdom which speaks for itself. Are your Greens Weedy? then apply VERMOL LAWN SAND A carefully prepared dressing which destroys Daisies, Dandelions, Chickweed, and all surface rooting weeds Is your turf weak? then strengthen it by sowing VERMOL GRASS SEEDS.

Various mixtures prepared to suit all kinds of soil.

For pamphlets and Price Lists, write to VERMOL PRODUCTS COMPANY, 61, St. Mary Axe, LONDON, E.C.